
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press Release 

 

 

JH Engström at Milliken 

Opening: Nov 30, 17 – 20 pm 

The exhibition continues until Jan 20, 2007 

 

 

Milliken is proud to present JH Engström’s first solo exhibition in the gallery with the series 

JHE/CGD. The new body of work is focused on exploring Charles de Gaulle airport in Paris where 

the artist walked in and around the terminals and airport grounds that are generally classified 

zones. The result is a series of emotionally charged color photographs. Airports have been known 

as open ”free zones” prior to September 11th 2001, as places of possible meetings, travel and 

cultural diversity, yet now they also symbolize security risks, selective screenings, and fear.   

 

Charles de Gaulle airport is important to the artist for many reasons. Personally, the airport was 

the first introduction to Paris when JH Engström moved there as a young child. Emblematically, 

Paul Andreu’s design of Charles de Gaulle is distinctly futuristic and JH Engström pays homage 

to the form of the buildings by playing with the sculptural elements of the place line, symmetry 

curving arcs while adding views of decay and nature and even humor into the images. Unlike 

earlier series Trying to Dance, Haunts, and Wells these images are devoid of any human portraits, 

yet he continues passionately with the documentary photographic tradition and process.    

 

JH Engström has 3 new books with Steidl Haunts (2006), CDG/JHE (2007) and up coming Wells, 

(2008). He was nominated for the Deutsche Börse Photography Prize in 2005 for the book and 

photographic series Trying to Dance (Journal Bolag, 2005). Mr. Engström has worked on films 

projects most recently on his relationship with photographer Anders Peterson. Recent shows 

include a solo show at the Hasselblad Center (2005) and Gallery Vu Paris (2006) and now Haunts 

is on display at Fotografins Hus, Stockholm through January 2007 

 

Please contact the gallery for further information and images 
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FACE YOUR DEMONS 
 
 
 
Opening May 12th 17.00 – 20.00  
*performance by Adrian Williams 18.00, 19.00 and 20.00 
 
Exhibition until 24th June 
  
ARTISTS: Zsolt Bodoni (RO), Mircea Cantor (RO), Keren Cytter (IL), Jessica Jackson Hutchins (US), Josiah McElheny (US), 
Goshka Macuga (PL), Aleksandra Mir (PL), Alyson Shotz (US), Magnus Wallin (SE), Adrian Williams (US) 
 
 
 
    Lord my body has been a good friend. But I won't need it when I reach the end 
     -Cat Stevens  (Yusuf Islam) 
 
 
 
Face Your Demons considers the human relation to infinity, faith, trepidation of loss and the unknown. Through images of 
gods, symbols of death and works of art that surpass the ordinary the exhibition hopes to offer insights into artistic 
explorations closely associated with these subjects.  

Each work in the exhibition, in relationship to transcendental matters, illustrates how complex and dynamic these issues 
can be. Face Your Demons brings together a compelling constellation of works that share an underlying purpose, evoking 
and capturing the intangible sensations related to belief, life after death and the spiritual. 

The recent collages by Aleksandra Mir for instance demonstrate the longstanding conflict between religion and science in 
the manner they merge religious iconography with images of space travel. Zsolt Bodoni’s paintings relate to his generation 
that knew communism as children and experienced its disintegration and transition into democracy, similar to Goshka 
Macuga who says “My education, was largely based on Communist propaganda on one hand and the Catholic Church on 
the other. Religion and politics strongly influenced our education”. 

Josiah McElheny devotes himself to analyzing twentieth century modernism and its ideological legacies whilst the work by 
Keren Cytter is “the stuff of relationships” – loss, loving, longing, friendship and betrayal, presenting drawings in relation 
to her films such as Labyrinth, 2009; an image based on the voice-over in the movie Four Seasons, 2009 that describes a 
building using its architectural elements as metaphors for human behavior.  

 



 

 
 
Zsolt Bodoni’s (RO) recent exhibitions include FA Projects Gallery, London, MAMU, Budapest and at the EU parliament, 
Strasbourg.  
 
 
Mircea Cantor (RO) was awarded the Prix Paul Ricard S.A. and has had solo-exhibitions at Hirshhorn Museum, Washington 
and Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Israel. He also exhibited his work at 28th Bienal de Sao Paolo, Centre Pompidou, Paris and 
Palais de Tokyo, Paris.  
 
 
Keren Cytter’s (IL) first major exhibition in a Nordic country is ongoing at Moderna Museet, Stockholm until August 15th. 
During 2009 she exhibited at FRAC, Paris and Witte de Witte, Rotterdam and was a part of the 53rd Venice Biennale.  
 
 
Jessica Jackson Hutchins (US) exhibited in the 2010 Whitney Biennal, New York, White Columns, New York and in the 
Herbert Read Gallery at Kent Institute of Art and Design, Canterbury. She will participate in the forthcoming exhibition 
Shape of things to come at Saatchi Gallery, London, 2010.  
 
 
Josiah McElheny’s (US) solo-exhibitions include Moderna Museet, Stockholm, White Cube, London and MNCARS, Madrid. He 
received a MacArthur Fellowship Grant 2006. 
 
 
Goshka Macuga (PL) was nominated for the Turner Prize 2008, exhibited at the 53rd Venice Biennale 2009 and recently 
produced the celebrated Bloomberg Commission at Whitechapel Gallery, London.  
 
 
Aleksandra Mir (PL) exhibited at Saatchi Gallery, London and Shirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt and was included of the 53rd 
Venice Biennale 2009.   
 
 
Alyson Shotz (US) participated in the exhibition Contemplating the Void at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New 
York. Her solo-exhibitions include Wexner Center for the Arts, Columbus and MMoCA, Madison.  
 
 
Magnus Wallin (SE) exhibited at Mori Art Museum, Tokyo as well as the Istanbul Museum of Modern Art. He participated in 
the 49th Venice Biennale and 7th Istanbul Biennale.  
 
 
Adrian Williams (US) exhibited at MACBA, Barcelona as well as in the 2nd Athens Biennale. Her performances have been 
shown at Portikus, Frankfurt am Main, Art Production Fund, New York and Beursschouwburg, Brussels.  
 
 
 
For CV’s and further artist information or press images please contact Milliken Gallery 



Goshka Macuga, The Gallerist, Installation image, Face Your Demons, Milliken Gallery May 2010

Keren Cytter, Scull and Labyrith, Mircea Cantor, Born to Burn, Aleksandra Mir, Superstar, Installation image, Face your Demons, Milliken Gallery May 2010

Face Your Deamons, 2010 Groupshow at Milliken



Mircea Cantor, Born to Burn and Keren Cytter, Skull and Labyrinth, Installation image, Face Your Demons, Milliken Gallery, May 2010

Aylson Shotz, Visible Light, Josiah McElheny, Bruno Taut on Mies van der Rohe (1922) II  and Adrian Williams, Albatross Ado, Installation image, Face Your Demons, Milliken Gallery, May 2010
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